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Remarks from Minister of 
National Development Planning/ 

Head of Bappenas

We have seen that with its far reaching impact on the world’s ecosystems as 
well as human security and development, climate change has emerged as one 
of the most intensely critical issues that deserve the attention of the world’s 
policy makers. Th e main theme is to avoid an increase in global average tem-
perature that exceeds 2˚C, i.e. to reduce annual worldwide emissions more 
than half from the present level in 2050. We believe that this eff ort of course 
requires concerted international response – collective actions to address po-
tential confl icting national and international policy initiatives. As the world 
economy is now facing a recovery and developing countries are struggling to 
fulfi ll basic needs for their population, climate change exposes the world pop-
ulation to exacerbated life. It is necessary, therefore, to incorporate measures 
to address climate change as a core concern and mainstream in sustainable 
development policy agenda. 

We are aware that climate change has been researched and discussed the world over. Solutions have been 
proff ered, programs funded and partnerships embraced. Despite this, carbon emissions continue to increase 
in both developed and developing countries. Due to its geographical location, Indonesia’s vulnerability to 
climate change cannot be underplayed. We stand to experience signifi cant losses. We will face – indeed we 
are seeing the impact of some these issues right now- prolonged droughts, fl ooding and increased frequency 
of extreme weather events. Our rich biodiversity is at risk as well. 

Th ose who would seek to silence debate on this issue or delay in engagement to solve it are now marginal-
ized to the edges of what science would tell us. Decades of research, analysis and emerging environmental 
evidence tell us that far from being merely just an environmental issue, climate change will touch every aspect 
of our life as a nation and as individuals. 

Regrettably, we cannot prevent or escape some negative impacts of climate change. We and in particular the 
developed world, have been warming the world for too long. We have to prepare therefore to adapt to the 
changes we will face and also ready, with our full energy, to mitigate against further change. We have ratifi ed 
the Kyoto Protocol early and guided and contributed to world debate, through hosting the 13th Conven-
tion of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which 
generated the Bali Action Plan in 2007. Most recently, we have turned our attention to our biggest challenge 
yet, that of delivering on our President’s promise to reduce carbon emissions by 26% by 2020. Real action is 
urgent. But before action, we need to come up with careful analysis, strategic planning and priority setting. 



I am delighted therefore to deliver Indonesia Climate Change Sectoral Roadmap, or I call it ICCSR, with the 
aim at mainstreaming climate change into our national medium-term development plan. 

Th e ICCSR outlines our strategic vision that places particular emphasis on the challenges emerging in the 
forestry, energy, industry, transport, agriculture, coastal areas, water, waste and health sectors. Th e content of 
the roadmap has been formulated through a rigorius analysis. We have undertaken vulnerability assessments, 
prioritized actions including capacity-building and response strategies, completed by associated fi nancial as-
sessments and sought to develop a coherent plan that could be supported by line Ministries and relevant 
strategic partners and donors. 

I launched ICCSR to you and I invite for your commitment support and partnership in joining us in realis-
ing priorities for climate-resilient sustainable development while protecting our population from further 
vulnerability.

Minister for National Development Planning/

Head of National Development Planning Agency 

Prof. Armida S. Alisjahbana

Head of National Development Planning Agency 

Prof. Armida S. Alisjahbana
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 Remarks from Deputy Minister for Natural 
Resources and Environment, Bappenas

To be a part of the solution to global climate change, the government of 
Indonesia has endorsed a commitment to reduce the country’s GHG emis-
sion by 26%, within ten years and with national resources, benchmarked to 
the emission level from a business as usual and, up to 41% emission reduc-
tions can be achieved with international support to our mitigation eff orts. 
Th e top two sectors that contribute to the country’s emissions are forest-
ry and energy sector, mainly emissions from deforestation and by power 
plants, which is in part due to the fuel used, i.e., oil and coal, and part of 
our high energy intensity. 

With a unique set of geographical location, among countries on the Earth 
we are at most vulnerable to the negative impacts of climate change. Mea-
sures are needed to protect our people from the adverse eff ect of sea level 
rise, fl ood, greater variability of rainfall, and other predicted impacts. Un-

less adaptive measures are taken, prediction tells us that a large fraction of Indonesia could experience fresh-
water scarcity, declining crop yields, and vanishing habitats for coastal communities and ecosystem.

National actions are needed both to mitigate the global climate change and to identify climate change adap-
tation measures. Th is is the ultimate objective of the Indonesia Climate Change Sectoral Roadmap, ICCSR. A 
set of highest priorities of the actions are to be integrated into our system of national development planning. 
We have therefore been working to build national concensus and understanding of climate change response 
options. Th e Indonesia Climate Change Sectoral Roadmap (ICCSR) represents our long-term commitment 
to emission reduction and adaptation measures and it shows our ongoing, inovative climate mitigation and 
adaptation programs for the decades to come. 

Deputy Minister for Natural Resources and Environment

             National Development Planning Agency

U. Hayati Triastuti

             National Development Planning Agency

U. Hayati Triastuti
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Gas Flaring - An Overview

1
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Natural gas is still being fl ared and vented widely in the world, especially in developing countries with oil and 
gas reserves, where the infrastructure for distributing, processing and utilizing natural gas is limited.   Flaring 
and venting of natural gas is oft en found associated with oil and gas production in oil wells and is signifi cant 
source of greenhouse emissions which needs to be reduced. Th is is particularly pressing given that fl aring and 
venting of gas are not activities that have economic value.

Figure 1.1 Gas Flaring In A Marginal Oil Field

Flaring natural gas once was considered a safe and eff ective method for disposing excess natural gas associ-
ated with oil production. However, this method, besides wasting a valuable clean energy resource, also emits 
carbon dioxide (CO2), a greenhouse gas that contributes to anthropogenic global warming.  

Venting natural gas to the atmosphere is an even worse method. Natural gas consists mostly of methane 
(CH4), which has a global warming potential (GWP) about 23-25 times1 that of carbon dioxide as green-
house gas, and thus has a signifi cant impact on the environment. Both methods should urgently avoided as 
much as possible. 

Despite the recognition that gas fl aring and venting contribute to anthropogenic climate change, eff orts to 
combat them, especially in developing countries, have not yet taken enough hold.  A study conducted by 
the World Bank (2004) noted that more than 5.3 trillion cubic feet (TCF) or over 150 billion cubic meters 

1 Over a ti meframe of 100 years 
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(BCM) of gases are fl ared annually.  Th is fi gure is equivalent to about 25%of natural gas consumed in the 
United States, 30% of that consumed in European countries, or about 75 percent of the exports of the world’s 
largest exporter of natural gas (Russia). It is also signifi cantly larger than Indonesia’s annual production of 
natural gas.  Th e annual amount of natural gas fl ared in Africa alone (about 1.4 TCF or 40 BCM) is about 
half of the continent’s consumption of electricity.

However, recent data suggests that globally the fl aring of natural gas has decreased a little bit compared to the 
previous World Bank fi nding and even decrease considerably since its peak during 1970-es. 

Figure 1.2 Gas Consumption and Global Gas Flaring (2007)

Currently, natural gas fl aring globally is adding about 350 million tons of CO2 annually. Th is fi gure is larger 
than the combined emission reductions from projects currently submitted under the Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM) of the Kyoto Protocol (KP).

It is clear that the world has to make an eff ort to reduce the fl aring (and venting) of natural gas.  However, 
this is not an easy task that can be achieved immediately.  Among the constraints being faced by the govern-
ment and oil and gas companies are: 

 •  Limited (or nonexistent) infrastructure to process and deliver natural gas from its sources      
to local markets

 •  Insuffi  cient regulatory frameworks for using natural gas and restricting the fl aring of natural gas 

 •  Limited access to international natural gas markets

 •  Lack of funding to put in place the necessary infrastructure to utilize the available natural  gas
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However, compared to other energy-environment problems, relatively little attention has been paid to this 
issue.

Globally, less than 20 countries are responsible for about 85 percent of natural gas fl aring and venting, and 
Indonesia is one of these countries. Comparing the fl are intensity (the ratio of gas fl ared to the rate of use), 
Indonesia fares better than some major oil and gas producing countries in the developing world such as Ni-
geria and Angola, but far worse than many developed and even developing oil producing countries such as 
USA, UK, Canada, and Mexico and Brazil (see Figure). Th ese countries have developed suffi  cient infrastruc-
ture and modern regulatory frameworks to make eff orts to reduce gas fl aring and venting possible. 

At the World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002, the World Bank launched the Global Gas Flar-
ing Reduction Public-Private Partnership (GGFR).  Th e GGFR Public-Private-Partnership facilitates and 
supports national eff orts by promoting eff ective regulatory frameworks and tackling the constraints on natu-
ral gas utilization, such as insuffi  cient infrastructure and poor access to local and international energy mar-
kets, particularly in developing countries.  Under this program governments provide the regulatory frame-
work necessary for the implementation of activities, while the private sector carry out the physical activity 
of reducing natural gas fl aring and venting. Indonesia is one of the countries getting support from the World 
Bank, however the aid was limited to identifying Indonesia’s gas fl aring potential, without any physical proj-
ects beening carried out.  

Figure 1.3 Flare Intensity
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Since it has the potential to reduce CO2 emissions, projects reducing natural gas flaring can be set up as CDM 
projects.. For this there are a number of applicable approved CDM methodologies, including AM0007 for 
use at oil wells, AM0037 for use at processing facilities, and AM0074 for producing electricity with the 
extracted natural gas, as well as others. However, there is still a relative lack of experience with such projects 
and in Indonesia’s case it is very important to have the capability to prepare CDM projects professionally to 
fully utilize this option.
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Technology to reduce 
and avoid Gas Flaring

2
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First of all it is necessary to clarify that natural gas fl aring relates to the exploitation and processing activities 
of crude oil, not the combustion of natural gas as a fuel, which is widely practiced as a source of energy. In ef-
fect, the diff erence is that fl aring is simply burning the natural gas for no purpose, when it could, and should, 
be used as a source of energy.

Figure 2.1 Approach To Reduce Gas Flaring

In the exploitation stage, when crude oil in the reservoir or oil well is brought to the surface, it will come up 
with some natural gas.  Th e volume of the gas is relatively small, usually below 10% of the total volume. Th is 
gas is then normally vented or fl ared.

However, there are several alternatives to use this gas: 

For use on-site to generate electricity, which can be done aft er separation from oil and cleaning of 1. 
other impurities.

Re-injection into the ground2. 

Collection and transportation (together with gas from other wells) to customers, such as power sta-3. 
tions to generate electricity, or gas processing plants to produced compressed natural gas, or LPG.

If the gas is transported to gas processing planta, which can be a simple-small scale to a complicated-large 
processing unit, it is processed from “sour and wet gas” (gas with all the impurities, including sulfur) to be a 
“dry and sweet gas” (where the impurities, including sulfur, have been taken out).  
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Th e natural gas that is transported to the fuel market must meet legal and safety requirements set by the gov-
ernment. It must be non-toxic, non-corrosive and safe to environment.  Th e “dry and sweet” gas then can be 
separated and processed into LPG, LNG, etc.   

Th e application of those approaches (fuel for electricity generators, re-injection, transported for other uses) 
leads to gas fl aring and gas venting reduction.  However, the magnitude of the reduction depends on the 
choice of the technology and the composition of the gas itself.  It also should be mentioned that the reduc-
tion of gas fl aring does not mean that greenhouse gas emissions are reduced, but rather that the CO2 emis-
sions are from at least steming from a productive employment of natural gas, and thus potentially reducing 
the production of new emissions.

In Indonesia most areas of oil extraction do not have adequate infrastructure to transport natural gas, and re-
injection comes at a high cost and is therefore not undertaken. Coupled with a lack of regulation this means 
quite signifi cant amount of gas is being fl ared and vented.

In addition to natural gas found associated with crude oil, there are also natural gas fi elds. Large scale gas 
processing industries, such as LNG liquefaction plants are developed on these large-scale non-associated gas 
sources, for example that in Badak (East Kalimantan) and Arun (Aceh) of Indonesia.   

Natural gas has grown as an important source of fuels and a major feedstock for fertilizers and petrochemical 
products worldwide, because of its effi  ciency in engine combustion and relatively low cost in comparison to 
other fossil fuels. Furthermore, the construction of gas turbines or combined cycle power plants is also faster 
than that of the other thermal plants, making CCGT (combined-cycle gas turbines) more popular as power 
generators worldwide. One third of all natural gas today is used for this purpose.

Table 2.1 Example: Natural gas components with 5% C3 and 5% C4
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Before natural gas can be used as a fuel, it must undergo extensive processing to remove almost all materials 
and impurities other than methane. The by-products of that processing include ethane, propane, butanes, 
pentanes and even higher molecular weight hydrocarbons, sulfur, and sometimes helium and nitrogen LPG 
(liquefied petroleum gas), for example, is an efficient gas with high burning capacity consisting of propane, 
butane or a mix of both.  In Indonesia LPG is popularly used as fuel for cooking and is currently being pro-
moted as a substitute to kerosene.

There are a variety of technologies that can be applied to utilize/ commercialize natural gas, that will lead to 
a reduction in flaring. The cost of these technologies range from relatively low to very high, but all require 
detailed feasibility studies. Given the variety of stakeholders needed, the development and implementation 
of these options may be time consuming.

To sum-up, the technology options for using natural gas - that also means avoided gas flaring/venting - cur-
rently available are:  

LPG (liquefied petroleum gas); where component C3 and C4 of the gas is separated and processed 1. 
into LPG, which then can be sold to its customers, either for cooking fuel or for other uses.

Treating and re-injection; where the gas is treated then re-injected to the ground either to the origi-2. 
nal well or to other ground “storage.” 

Pipeline, CNG (compressed natural gas); where the gas is gathered, cleaned into dry gas, then trans-3. 
ported through pipeline to consumers or downstream producers for either direct use as fuel or for 
further processing.

LNG (liquefied natural gas); where large volumes of gas are liquefied to about -1614. o C making its 
volume smaller (about 1/600 of its original one) so that it is easier to transport long distances using 
LNG transport ship.  In the destination ports (LNG Receiving Terminals), the LNG is re-gasified 
and can be used, mostly as fuel for electricity generators.

GTL (gas to liquid); where natural gas is converted to become liquid fuel and other products.5. 

Power Generation or GTW (gas to wire); where the gas, after treatment, is used directly as a fuel 6. 
for power generators on site or transmitted through wires (cables) for electricity consumption at 
another site.  

Table 2.2. provides explanation and relevance for Indonesia of the gas technology options.
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Volume of gas, distance from the oil/gas wells to potential gas consumers and gas prices are very substantial 

Figure 2.2 Technology Options For Transporting/ Utilizing Natural 
Gas Reducing Flaring

Table 2.2 Technology Options For Avoiding Gas Flaring And Venting (to utilize gas)

Name of 
Technology

Explanation Relevance for Indonesia

LPG

Th e source of LPG is propane (C3) and butane 
(C4) or a combination of both. Actually, LPG can 
be produced from either crude oil refi neries (limited 
in volume) or processed from natural gas.  However, 
since the stream of C3+C4 in natural gas is only 
about 5-10 percent (and is very small in an associated 
gas with crude oil), it is sometimes not economic to 
produce LPG as a single option, even though LPG is 
a relatively cheap option for utilizing gas (reducing 
gas fl aring and venting). It is rare that the use of gas 
is dedicated only for LPG; the LPG plant is usually 
developed as a combination with other options, for 
instance with pipeline development to deliver meth-
ane (CH4) content of the gas or as a part of LNG 
development.  Th e combination of LPG develop-
ment with other options is intended to increase the 
projects fi nancial attractiveness.

Indonesia has had long experiences in produc-
ing LPG, from oil refi neries, LNG plants and 
dedicated LPG plant.  Th e largest LPG pro-
duction is from LNG liquefaction complex.  
Indonesia is making large eff orts to substitute 
kerosene with LPG; therefore demand for 
LPG will remain high.  It means that there is 
large potential to develop more LPG plants in 
Indonesia with demand remaining strong.
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Treating and 
Re-injection

Pipeline

CNG

LNG

Name of 
Technology

Explanation Relevance for Indonesia

In many cases, treating and reinjection may serve as a 
simple and low cost option compared to developing 
industry to process and deliver the gas.  However, if 
regulation does not oblige companies  to do gas treat-
ing and re-injection, fl aring is a much cheaper alterna-
tive, even though it may jeopardy the environment.

A relatively simple alternative to transport gas over 
short distances particularly on-shores.   However, 
since crude/gas fi elds are usually found far from 
potential customers, the pipeline option can also be 
costly compared to the economic value of the gas 
to be transferred.  Pipelines can also be costly if the 
volume of the gas is small and where the  pipeline is 
used for a single source and destination. Preparing a 
wide and integrated pipeline infrastructure around 
scattered oil and gas fi elds will accelerate natural gas 
utilisation

CNG is generally limited to transportation fuels for 
natural gas vehicle (NGV) and is practiced in many big 
cities to reduce the city’s air pollution (for instance in 
India and Pakistan). Due to its requirement for (large) 
storage and expensive transportation costs, CNG is 
diffi  cult to compete with either pipeline or power gen-
eration. However, where demand for gas is small and 
scattered, the use of CNG technology is promising.  
As there is increasing demand to use natural gas for ve-
hicles in urban areas, CNG technology can be a good 
option to apply.    

LNG is a method of transporting natural gas for long 
distances, by liquefying and condensing natural gas 
into liquid and thus a much smaller volume.  Th e LNG 
industry is a complex one, with several chains from de-
veloping of gas fi elds, LNG liquefaction plants, LNG 
shipping, LNG Receiving Terminals and to connect to 
consumers which is either through power plants or the 
city gas company that needs the gas.  It is a very capital 
intensive option for utilizing natural gas; however, if  
justifi able (huge gas volume, strong LNG SPA –sales 
purchase agreement between gas producers and buy-
ers, etc.) it promises economic returns and fl are reduc-
tion as well.   Th e largest current market for LNG is 
East Asia, with Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan serve 

Due to the non-existence of strong regula-
tion, many gas fi elds in Indonesia have not 
carried out proper treating and re-injection 
methods in order to reduce the activities of 
fl aring the gas

Indonesia has developed natural gas pipelines 
for transmission and distribution, both on-
shore and off shore, but it is still very limited 
and not integrated.  Many marginal, off -shore 
fi elds are still far from pipeline services, in-
cluding those in and around Java island that 
actually are very close to potential consum-
ers.

Th e use of CNG as fuel for vehicles in In-
donesia is still very limited.  Th e CNG used 
still comes from a small scale CNG process-
ing capacity.  But since there are many scat-
tered regions with moderate demand for gas 
and many potential gas sources in Indonesia, 
CNG is a good option to be developed in the 
future.

Indonesia was included as the pioneer for 
LNG industry development in the world, by 
shipping its fi rst LNG cargo from Bontang 
(East Kalimantan) to Japan in 1977.  Since 
then, Indonesia has been the world’s largest 
exporter of LNG for about 3 decades.  Tang-
guh (Papua) is just about producing its LNG 
and other LNG projects are being construct-
ed and planned in Indonesia.   
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Based on the experience of other countries, the following lessons can be drawn:

If regulation to avoid flaring gas does not exist, it is too weak or too small in its coverage,  in many 1. 
cases, it is more “economic” to flare the gas than to treat or inject it to the ground, especially when 
the gas volume is small, distance to consumer is far and gas price is low.

Power generation will dominate other technology options when the price of gas is low, distance is 2. 
short and volume of gas is small. Usually the electricity is generated close to the gas source as opposed 
to transporting the gas close to the load centre.

At higher gas prices, pipeline and power generation dominate CNG, LNG, and GTL across the 3. 
entire range of distances and gas volume.  For a longer distance, pipeline will dominate power gen-
eration.  High processing costs would be the main constraint facing CNG, LNG and GTL technol-
ogy.

For short to medium distance (to about 3,000 km), LNG will not compete with pipeline..  However, 4. 
it is possible to consider a “small-scale LNG” option. 

CNG will compete with LNG only at a higher gas value.  Large storage and high transportation 5. 
costs limit CNG competitiveness. However, if there are many small oil/gas fields available with scat-
tered consumer centers around, it is possible to consider developing CNG processing plant and its 
transport chain. 

LNG is a good option when gas volume is ver large, demand is strong, distance to consumer is far 6. 
(more than 5,000 km) and strong agreement/ commitment between gas producer, LNG plant, ship-
ping and consumers exist.

GTL will only be competitive if the gas volume is large, demand for GTL very strong, the technology 7. 
can be provided and large financing is available to secure the project.

LPG is flexible and can be combined with other gas technology options.8. 
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in determining what technology options should be taken. Th e existence of regulation that forces the oil/gas 
well operators to avoid fl aring apart from where necessary for safety/operation will also have impact on the 
technology employed. A detailed fi nancial-economic analysis needs to be prepared before an option for gas 
technology is selected.

Further technologies such as using natural gas as feedstock for fertilizer and carbon capture exist, but are as 
of yet underdeveloped and not feasible and will not be further considered.

Name of 
Technology

Explanation Relevance for Indonesia

as consumers and Indonesia, Malaysia and Australia 
being the suppliers of LNG.  Since LNG is considered 
as a clean energy sources, worldwide demand for LNG 
is expected to grow, also in Asia with China and In-
dia who are aggressively constructing LNG Receiving 
Terminals.

GTL

GTW/Power 
Generation

GTL (Gas To Liquid) is a new application of gas tech-
nology, by converting natural gas to liquid form (this 
technology was developed since consumers prefer liq-
uid form than the gas one, because in liquid form, it 
is easier to handle and requires simpler infrastructure).  
Large scale GTL projects are under development, es-
pecially in Qatar (Oryx GTL, Pearl GTL) and Malay-
sia (Bintulu-Sarawak), carried out by multinational oil 
and gas company such as Shell.  GTL is a very capital 
and technology intensive among the gas utilization 
technology options currently practiced in the world.

Using gas from oil/gas wells as a fuel for oil generators 
will be a relatively cheap option compared to other 
gas utilization technology that requires complex gas 
processing technologies (CNG, LNG, GTL).   Power 
generation using the gas can be built either close to 
the oil/gas wells or to electricity demand centers.  For 
the fi rst option, if the power needs to be transferred to 
electricity consumers outside the oil/gas well areas, an 
electricity transmission line (“wire”) will be needed.  In 
the other case, if the power generator is to be built near 
to consumer centers, a gas pipeline will be needed to 
bring the gas from oil/gas wells to the planned electric-
ity generators location. 

GTL technology has not existed in Indone-
sia.  Th ere is a study to develop GTL plant us-
ing Indonesia’s natural gas (in Sulawesi area) 
but so far it has been not realized.

In Indonesia, gas in power generation is most-
ly used close to the sources rather than bring-
ing them to load centers.   Th is is due to the 
volume of gas, which is usually small, while 
demand for electricity has to be supplied by 
the available gas from oil/gas wells. 
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Regulation on Gas 
Flaring

3
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In addition to the economic framework and incentives provided by the governments (for instance through 
supporting the development of infrastructure to transport natural gas), it is important that the government 
implements regulation concerning gas fl aring reduction. 

Th e regulation needed for gas fl aring can be divided for two categories: regulatory and operational. Th e regu-
latory category should cover (among other things), application and procedure, measurement and reporting, 
and monitoring and enforcement.  Th e procedural category should cover more technical aspects such as: 
timing of fl aring and venting, burn practices and technology, location of fl aring and venting, smoke and odor, 
and heat and noise generation.

Th e application of regulation varies widely among oil/gas producing countries, and where they put emphasis 
on gas fl aring and venting regulation.  In order to reduce gas fl aring and venting, it is necessary to develop a 
regulatory framework suitable for our Indonesia.  Furthermore regulation cannot take place alone without 
adequate supporting facilities, such as incentives schemes and provision of the necessary infrastructure to 
make the regulation work eff ectively.

One of the key questions regarding regulation on gas fl aring and venting is who is responsible for the costs 
of treating/re-injecting the gas (that otherwise would be fl ared/vented)?  Is the cost borne by the oil/gas 
company working in their exploitation stage or the will the government reimburse all the costs associated 
with avoiding of gas fl aring and venting?  Should the oil/gas company be fi ned if they did not do gas fl aring/ 
venting protection eff orts?

Figure 3.1 Gas Flaring What Needs To Be Regulated?
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In Indonesia, oil and gas companies get their licenses for exploration and exploitation works through pro-
duction sharing contract with the (central) government.  According to PSC scheme, all the exploration and 
exploitation works must be carried out and be financed by the company first; then if oil/gas is discovered, 
production started and producing revenues, the company gets reimbursed for the costs they have spent as-
sociated with oil and gas exploration and production.  The source of the reimbursement by the government 
is the revenues from selling crude oil/gas itself, while all the cost items eligible for reimbursement are enlisted 
under the “Cost Recoverable” category, set under the production sharing agreement. Thus, if the PSC regula-
tion is such that the government carries the costs, achieving reductions in flaring and venting will be much 
easier. However, in many cases only limited items are covered. In this case, other financing mechanisms must 
be explored and developed. Furthemore, it is important that the government publishes regulations on how 
the gas flaring and venting is going to be measured, reported and the rules enforced. It must be clear to oil and 
gas companies that this will be properly monitored and enforced by the government.

In addition to preparing regulatory procedures, it is also important for the government to prepare proper 
operational procedures, which are clear and technically proper to ensure proper application. Standard oper-
ating procedures need to be set for the volume of gas allowed to be flared or vented, the timing or schedule 
for flaring and venting activities allowed, burning technology which is recommended, and specific rules for 
certain locations decided (such as onshore locations). It is also necessary to set regulation on smoke and odor, 
as well as heat and noise generation related to gas flaring and venting.  

Indonesia has had a long history of developing oil and gas, having been discovered in Indonesia at the end of 
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Indonesia and the Gas 
Flaring Problem

4



19th century. Currently Indonesia is producing 1 million barrels per day (bpd) of crude oil from 600-700 oil 
wells, but is still a net importer of oil, with a daily consumption of 1.3-1.4 million bpd. Indonesia is also pro-
ducing close to 7 billion cubic feet of natural gas annually. Indonesia is one of few Asian countries producing 
and exporting oil and gas and was the only OPEC member from Asia until the membership was suspended 
in 2007. Furthermore, Indonesia is operating 9 oil refi neries with various capacities, 2 large LNG plants and 
gas transmission pipelines for exports to Singapore and Malaysia.

Despite having been the worlds largest exporter of LNG and boasting the worlds largest LNG plant (in Bon-
tang with a capacity of 25MTPA), and having experience in the LPG industry, Indonesia has not developed 
the adequate infrastructure needed to support gas consumption in the domestic market.  Increased LPG 
demand (to substitute kerosene), has left  Indonesia with a demand of 6-7 million tones per annum (mtpa) 
but a production capacity of only 2 mpta. Th is gap could be partially fi lled by the gas that is currently being 
vented or fl ared, given the right infrastructure.

Despite earlier eff orts, it took until 2006 for a master plan for gas transmission pipelines to be developed, and 
most pipelines are yet to be constructed. In Indonesia there are about 60-80 blocks and more than 500 oil-gas 
fi elds (on-shores and off -shores), operated by a variety of companies. Many of these companies (47 in 2004) 
reported the amounts of gas being fl ared, with slightly more being fl ared off shore than onshore.

Figure 4.1 Example of gas fl aring Indonesia
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Table 4.1 Data on oil wells and gas fl aring in Indonesia (2004)
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Table 4.1 shows data on Indonesia’s oil and gas blocks and contract areas, production, number of oil and gas 
fields, and gas flaring.  As the data suggest, the volumes of gas being flared are quite large for many contract 
areas and fields, but also there are areas where the volume of gas flaring is quite small.   The total of gas flared 
in 2004 was about 350.9 million cubic feet per day. 2

 There are a range of government agencies in Indonesia that have a role to play in eforcing and regulating gas 
venting or flaring. However, as the data on gas flaring suggest, the regulation and enforcement has not func-
tioned effectively.

Among the agencies involve in regulation making on gas flaring and venting are:

Directorate General of Oil & Gas, in the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources.  The Director-•	
ate General of Oil and Gas (representing Minister of Energy & Mineral Resources) has the right to 
award oil & gas contract areas; review the plan of development (POD) submitted by the oil and gas 
company working in an awarded contract area; develop policy on gas flaring/venting, give license/ 
approval/ recommendation on gas utilization; requires environmental impact assessment (EIA) of 
project development, including the impacts of flaring and venting.  So far, the DG/the Minister of 
Energy & Mines has issued Minister Regulation 02.P/075/M.PE/1992 on Guidance for Supervi-
sion of Oil and Gas Exploration and Exploitation, which in part of the Minister Regulation, pointed 
out about Flaring Approval.  However, so far, there is no single regulation that has been published 
regarding gas flaring and venting.  The Directorate General of Oil and Gas also has the task to pre-
pare master plans for national natural gas transmission and distribution networks.   In addition, it is 
also the agency that award licenses for doing oil and gas business in Indonesia, including for oil and 
gas transportation and processing. 

BP MIGAS (Executing Agency of Upstream Oil & Gas): has a main task to supervise and monitor •	
the works of Production Sharing Contractors which have been awarded a certain Working Area by the 
government.  The BP MIGAS also helps the government verifying the Plan of Development submitted 
by the oil and gas companies before plans might be approved by the government.

2  An exact data on gas flaring form each field is actually not available properly.  Distinction between gas sales, own use and 

flare was not defined precisely.  The data came from many sources, with not uniform definition among sources.  The data 

shown on the table was –in part- a result of other study carried out previously.  The data on gas flaring should be treated as not 

an exact data, but more or less a result of approach that can be used as indicators for shorting or screening purposes.   
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Th e Tambun fi eld (West Java) was discovered by Pertamina in 2002 and went into production in 2003. Th e 
oil produced is sent to Balongan refi nery using trucks. In 2004,  production increased to 8,000 bpd with gas 
fl are at 12-15 mmscfd.  Th e gas is rich containing some 13 % C3 and 6% C4.

Due to “low expected revenues” of gas compared to that of oil (predicted as US$160,000 per day) Pertamina 
agreed to sell the gas to Bekasi Regency (BR). Contract was signed for 10 year delivery starting in 2005 for 12 
mmscfd for the fi rst 5 year and 10 mmscfd for the second 5 year, with gas price stated as US$ 1.85/mmbtu.  
Pertamina expected that the deal with the regency will help in ROW and other operating permits.  

In another side, the Tambun fi eld faced substantial resistance as the commencement of operation, as the single 
fl are installed radiated too much heat and noise.  As a result, a second fl are was installed. 

BR made cooperation with a private company to construct a LPG plant, which was expected to start produc-
tion by 2007. A pipeline connecting the Tambun fi eld with Pertamina pipeline system was constructed and 
completed in 2005, sell the gas to Cikarang Listrindo, Pupuk Kujang and other consumers.  BR then formed 
a “BUMD” PT Dina Bangun Wibawa Mukti.

But the project (that potentially would reduce gas fl are) has faced some problems. 

Th e formation and involvement of a BUMN in regency level is a new approach and was slowly to work.  Th e 
BR experienced a change of leadership, not only the personnel but also the ruling political party.  Th e private 
sector expected to help BR was not able to provide the capital needed.  Another problem was within the BR 
itself.  Decentralization Law (25/2001) was new and the procedure for regency to conduct business were not 
clear.

As a result, the LPG plant has not been materialized and the gas fl are is still there.

Source: Indonesia Associated Gas Survey, 2006

Box  4.1  Problem in reducing gas fl are: Tambun’s case

BPH MIGAS (Regulatory Agency for Downstream Oil & Gas): the Agency has the right to regulate •	
oil and gas downstream operation, particularly on gas transportation by pipeline.  Th e BPH MIGAS 
–based on the published master plan for natural gas transmission and distribution networks pro-
vided by the Directorate General of Oil and Gas.

Minister of Environment: Sets guidelines for environmental protection, including GHG emissions •	
standards.  Th e Minister has issued Decree No. 29 Year 2003 that also consists of guidelines of fl are 
stack and opacity (the level was set to as 40 percent maximum).   However, gas fl aring in this regula-
tion was only a small part of the entire Decree.

It is also pertinent to note that the  Presidential Decree No. 5 Year 2006 and the Blue Print for National En-
ergy Management 2005-2025 that covers transition strategies from the current energy mix to a “healthier” 
one in 2025, did not specifi cally mention the issue of gas fl aring or venting. Th e issue of wider coordination 
among all stakeholders, including government agencies and the private sector, must be strengthened to pro-
duce a signifi cant.  
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Proposed road map for 
�laring reduction 

in Indonesia

5
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Assuming that the current gas being flared in Indonesia is not significantly different from 2004 (last reliable 
date on flaring), about 360 million cubic feet of gas are being flared daily, amounting to 11 – 12 million tons 
of CO2.. This represents about 3.5% of total Indonesian CO2. emissions in 2004 (307.7 million tons), and is 
clearly a significant issue to address.

By utilizating technology discussed in the previous chapter, emissions from venting can be reduced, and the 
natural gas can be used productively. Although natural gas could be re-injected, the cost of this option, and 
the need for heavy enforcement means it takes on low priority.

The target for gas flaring regulations must be set in accordance with Blue Print for National Energy Manage-
ment 2005-2025, for instance that by 2025 the flaring intensity will be equal to that in modern oil and gas 
producing country, such as Canada and United States (say: flaring intensity = 2 percent).

Too achieve this target the following strategies are proposed:

Promote utilization of natural gas (that otherwise would be flared) as a part of negotiation in Pro-•	
duction Sharing Contract.  Encourage development of LPG Plants and the use of flaring gas for 
electricity generators.

Accelerate the development of natural gas infrastructure (transmission and distribution networks) •	
to make transportation of gas on a wider scale easier. This is especially true for Java with a large 
amount of sources, and many potential customers. So far infrastructure development has not been 
taken seriously. 

Promote natural gas utilization as part of field’s Plan of Development (POD) submitted to the gov-•	
ernment.   

Government can consider designating gas flaring and venting reduction as “Cost Recoverable” items, •	
meaning that the government has developed more responsibility for reducing gas flaring (as a part of 
the government environment policy).

Conduct national survey on gas flaring and venting for every oil and gas field.  Based on the survey, •	
rank the volume of gas flaring and identify the appropriate methods to utilize the gas

List projects for gas flaring reduction; make priority and schedule to implement them.•	

(Table can be start for this attempt).  

Search for funding (grant; low interest loan) provided by international agencies to promote gas flar-•	
ing reduction projects, including possibly using CDM schemes.   

Develop potential of using natural gas power generation. •	

Develop policy for encouraging the development of oil and gas fields and combine them with the •	
master plan for gas distribution network/areas.  

Develop regulation/procedure on gas flaring: timing of flaring and venting, burn practices and tech-•	
nology, location of flaring and venting, smoke and odor, and heat and noise generation.

Socialize all the policies/procedures on gas flaring reduction to all major stakeholders.•	
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Eff orts to reduce natural gas fl aring and venting are long term ones, that should be in line national Long Term 
Development Planning 2005-2025.  

For the Medium Term Development Plan 2010-2014, we propose the following roadmap:

Produce Ministerial Decree on gas utilization in Production Sharing Contract.•	

Accelerate the development of natural gas infrastructure. •	

Produce Ministerial Decree on gas fl aring utilization as part of fi eld’s Plan of Development (POD).•	

Produce technical regulation on gas fl aring.•	

Carry out short listed gas fl aring projects.•	

Search for funding and technical assistance to implement small-scale gas fl aring projects. •	

Socialize policies on gas fl aring to stakeholders.•	

Th e following timeline for these major activities for the time period 2010-2104 is suggested below.

Figure 5.1  Major activities (road map) for gas fl aring reduction (2010-2014)
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